Analysis and prediction of animal toxins by various Chou's pseudo components and reduced amino acid compositions.
The animal toxin proteins are one of the disulfide rich small peptides that detected in venomous species. They are used as pharmacological tools and therapeutic agents in medicine for the high specificity of their targets. The successful analysis and prediction of toxin proteins may have important signification for the pharmacological and therapeutic researches of toxins. In this study, significant differences were found between the toxins and the non-toxins in amino acid compositions and several important biological properties. The random forest was firstly proposed to predict the animal toxin proteins by selecting 400 pseudo amino acid compositions and the dipeptide compositions of reduced amino acid alphabet as the input parameters. Based on dipeptide composition of reduced amino acid alphabet with 13 reduced amino acids, the best overall accuracy of 85.71% was obtained. These results indicated that our algorithm was an efficient tool for the animal toxin prediction.